
HONDA ACCORD VSA SENSOR NEUTRAL POSITION NOT WRITING A

THANK

ABS blinks error 84 - "VSA sensor neutral position memorization". Really I'm not sure what was the real problem of the
VSA error but I have some . the triangle and VSA light on my Pilot Honda after I change the crankshaft but thanks to you
everithing is working again, I only have something left!.

VSA light still on. Got in on the class action and had the money for past repairs refunded. It's been about a
week. The North American eighth generation Honda Accord is a mid-size car introduced for the model year.
In fact, all Honda light trucks boast of 5-star crash test ratings from NHTSA since , the only vehicle line-up
with such prestige. The check engine light is on, but the engine runs smooth. My car has miles. What else can
it be?. I went back into the menu and cleared the code as it was the only error code I had and I know it doesnt
want it there bc it said clear all codes that are not the code. Have change the throttle body control box, didn't
fix it, changed it again so now see whats happening however I did get the issue again. While I don't know for
sure, it gives the impression that you are supposed to sync the sensors to the car as it walks you through. I
guess this will be a good time to put the disclaimer that I have no idea what I am doing with cars and I am not
a mechanic. We have Honda Accord vehicles for sale that are reported accident free, 1-Owner cars, and 1,
personal use cars. Begin by placing the key in to the ignition. These are the dashboard symbols you may see in
slightly older versions of the Honda Civic and Accord. I assume as most sensors they identify themselves to
the cars elec system and like most sensors do make the light go away that the bad sensor had set off. Hi, I just
got back my Honda Accord yesterday from dealership after fixing the back bumper which was damaged in an
accident. Honda brake dashboard warning light symbol. The VSA system is an active safety system that
consists of three technologies. Depress the odometer trip reset button and hold it in. But there is a way around
it. Browse your favorite brands affordable prices free shipping on many items. TPMS, or tire pressure
monitoring systems, are a mildly controversial feature of some modern cars. A check engine light can indicate
a broad spectrum of problems with your Honda Accord. There is NO way it's the timing chain. The car is 3.
Both the Honda Civic and Accord are equipped with a pretty standard set of dashboard warning lights. Maybe
I need to reset the computer?. If it comes on with the VSA indicator light it suggests that there is a problem.
When I reset the light it stays off for a while but then comes back on, what could it be?. I learned the hard way
vtec engines have to have oil changes every miles.


